An AED with a view.

Never fear.

The Lifeline VIEW makes it easy for anyone—from first responders to untrained bystanders—to respond confidently and appropriately during an emergency. This revolutionary life-saving device combines a sleek, user-friendly design with military-grade specifications—including the most proven biphasic waveform. It’s also the first and only AED with a full-color interactive display that shows step-by-step videos for performing CPR, rescue breathing and external defibrillation.

You can also be confident that the device will be easy to maintain and ready for rescue. The Lifeline VIEW provides clear guidance for using and maintaining the device. Additionally, it has been designed to support upgrades and enhancements.

Ready for rescue.

When sudden cardiac arrest strikes, your AED needs to be ready—and you need to feel confident that it’s ready. The Lifeline VIEW runs extensive self tests daily to ensure that it’s working properly and indicates ready status with a bright, easy to see flashing indicator. Most other AEDs only signal when there’s a problem leaving users to search for key pieces of information. The Lifeline VIEW is different. With the touch of a button—and without turning on the device itself—a user can quickly check that the AED is ready for rescue. The device instantly communicates the operational status of the AED, battery, and pads.
A personal coach.

Using the Lifeline VIEW is like having a personal coach at your side. It shows you videos on how to use the device—from preparing the patient to opening and connecting the pads, applying the pads to the patient and delivering the shocks. It even walks you through the steps for effective CPR and rescue breathing. And it can show you any of those tasks as many times as you need to perform with absolute confidence.

Show and tell.

Other AEDs tell you what they’re doing. The Lifeline VIEW, with its full-color, detailed, interactive videos, also shows you. It delivers clear text and corresponding videos that reinforce the voice instructions and aid comprehension—especially in noisy environments where voice prompts alone might be difficult to follow.

Easy upkeep.

Maintaining an AED has never been easier. The Lifeline VIEW has revolutionized AED maintenance—providing convenient self-tests and clear video instructions for checking and changing the pads, battery pack and data card.
Life-saving design

At Defibtech, we’ve designed our line of AEDs to offer industry-leading innovation, simplicity and elegance. They’re sophisticated enough to meet the needs of the most demanding first responders. Yet they’re also incredibly easy to use — so even untrained individuals can quickly and effectively save lives. Our AEDs feature:

**Brilliant Design.** With bright yellow-and-black coloring and attractive, sleek curves, our AEDs invite prominent display and aren’t intimidating to users.

**Latest Technology.** Our AEDs use biphasic defibrillation, which is extremely effective at resuscitating patients in ventricular fibrillation, the most common form of Sudden Cardiac Arrest, on the first shock. Our units also feature cutting-edge display monitors and step-by-step audio instructions—which make it easier than ever to use the device in an emergency.

**Light Weight and Durability.** Even a child could carry our AEDs, which weigh less than three pounds. Plus, our devices are tested to U.S. Military “drop and shock” specifications.

The Defibtech philosophy

In designing and producing our unique line of AEDs, Defibtech relies on these distinct, yet complementary, capabilities:

**Superior Value.** Defibtech delivers AEDs with professional specifications at consumer prices.

**Technical Innovation.** Our team of engineers includes some of the most intelligent and experienced in the industry. As individuals and as a team, our engineers are committed to continually innovating — and raising the bar for the AED marketplace.

**Design for the Real World.** Defibtech designs and produces features and functions that are truly useful and usable.

**Customer Commitment.** The company is committed to enabling users to save lives through products that are powerful yet simple and easy to use.

Learn more

Defibtech AEDs are sold exclusively through our network of distributors. To find a distributor or to learn more, visit www.defibtech.com or contact us at 866-DEFIB-4U (866-333-4248), 203-453-4507 or info@defibtech.com.